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1 What is the Person-Case Constraint?

The Person-Case Constraint (PCC): is a ban on co-occurrence of specific case and
person feature combinations of phonologically weak elements.

“Strong” PCC: In a combination of a weak direct object and an indirect
object [clitic, agreement marker or weak pronoun], the direct object has
to be 3r d person. (Bonet 1991, 182)

(1) a. Tha
Fut

mu/su
me/you.GEN

to
it.ACC

stilune.
send3PL

Greek

‘They will send it to me/you.’ 1/2.IO » 3.DO

b. * Tha
Fut

mu/su
me/you.GEN

se/me
you/me.ACC

sistisune.
introduce3PL

‘They will introduce you/me to me/you.’ *1/2.IO » 2/1.DO

c. * Tha
Fut

tu
him.GEN

me/se
me/you.ACC

stilune.
send3PL

‘They will send me/you to him.’ *3.IO » 1/2.DO
(Anagnostopoulou 2005, 202)

“Weak” PCC: In a combination of a weak direct object and indirect object
[clitic, agreement marker or weak pronoun], if there is a third person it
has to be the direct object. (Bonet 1991, 182)

(2) * A
to

en
the

Josep,
Josep,

me/te
me/you.ACC

li
him.DAT

va recomenar
recommended

la
the

Mireia.
Mireia

Catalan

‘She (Mireia) recommended me/you to him (Josep).’ *1/2.DO » 3.IO
(Bonet 1991, 178–179)

(3) a. Te
you.ACC

m’
me.DAT

ha
has

venut
sold

el
the

mercader
merchant

més
most

important.
important

Catalan

‘The most important merchant has sold you to me.’ 2.DO » 1.IO

b. Vi
you.PL.DAT

ci
us.ACC

manderá.
sendFUT.3SG

‘S/he will send us to you (pl).’ 2.IO » 1.DO
(Anagnostopoulou 2005, 203)

1.1 What’s so special about the Slovenian PCC?

Slovenian displays both Strong and Weak PCC patterns, with variation between the
two types among speakers, (4) is ungrammatical for both groups.

(4) * Sestra
sister

mu
him.DAT

me/te
me/you.ACC

bo
will

predstavila.
introduce

‘The sister will introduce me/you to him.’ *3.IO » 1/2.DO

But the linear order of Slovenian clitics is not fixed as in most languages (5).

(5) a. Gospa
lady

mu
him.DAT

ga
him.ACC

je
is

opisala.
described

DAT » ACC

‘The lady described him to him.’

b. Gospa
lady

ga
him.ACC

mu
him.DAT

je
is

opisala.
described

ACC » DAT

Curiously, the ACC » DAT equivalent of (4) is completely grammatical (6).

(6) Sestra
sister

me/te
me/you.ACC

mu
him.DAT

bo
will

predstavila.
introduce

ACC » DAT

‘The sister will introduce me/you to him.’ 1/2.DO » 3.IO

The PCC is not entirely absent with the ACC » DAT clitic order (7a) — it is active with
1/2ps and 3ps clitic combinations, grammatical with the DAT » ACC order (7b).

(7) a. * Sestra
sister

ga
him.ACC

mi/ti
me/you.DAT

bo
will

predstavila.
introduce

ACC » DAT

‘The sister will introduce him to me/you.’ *3.DO » 1/2.IO

b. Sestra
sister

mi/ti
me/you.DAT

ga
him.ACC

bo
will

predstavila.
introduce

DAT » ACC

‘The sister will introduce him to me/you.’ 1/2.IO » 3.DO

The full paradigm for strong PCC speakers is a “strong pattern” with DAT » ACC clitic
order (8), and a “inverse” pattern with ACC » DAT order (9).

(8) a. ‘3.DAT » 3.ACC’ b. ‘1/2.DAT » 3.ACC’
c. ‘*1/2.DAT » 1/2.ACC’ d. ‘*3.DAT » 1/2.ACC’

(9) a. ‘3.ACC » 3.DAT’ b. ‘1/2.ACC » 3.DAT’
c. ‘*1/2.ACC » 1/2.DAT’ d. ‘*3.ACC » 1/2.DAT’

In Slovenian, occurrences of specific person combinations of clitics are only
restricted with respect to their relative order and not case. This is at odds
with the standard definition of PCC and most current accounts.
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1.1.1 A note on the data and speaker variation

Speaker variation in judgments of PCC violation is notorious (cf. Bonet (1991)). But
most speakers of Slovenian display person related clitic co-occurrence restrictions.

STRONG PCC WEAK PCC STRONG (⊂) WEAK (2π) NO PCC
12/40 (30.0%) 5/40 (12.5%) 16/40 (40.0%) 3/40 (7.5%) 4/40 (10.0%)

INV. STRONG PCC INV. WEAK PCC INV. INV.
11/40 (27.5%) 4/40 (10.0%) 13/40 (32.5%) 3/40 (7.5%)

Table 1: Results of pilot survey of PCC in Slovenian

A pilot internet survey showed that the Strong/Weak split is present and that virtu-
ally all speakers with any person restrictions also have corresponding inverse pat-
terns (survey: grammaticality judgments on 1–7 Likert scale, summary in Table 1).

Goals of the talk:

• Show that it is problematic for current minimalist approaches to the PCC,
which rely on Case-licensing and the inhrent/structural Case asymmetry;

• Propose a new analysis which does not rely on Case-licensing, and also derives
the stipulated Person Licensing Condition of Béjar and Řezáč (2003).

2 Syntactic approaches to the PCC

Most current syntactic approaches derive the PCC by as a failure in 1st/2nd person
licensing (via the PLC — below) where two arguments Agree with a single head.

Person Licensing Condition (PLC) axiom: An interpretable 1st/2nd person
feature must be licensed by entering into an Agree relation with a func-
tional category. (Béjar and Řezáč 2003, 53)

• To derive the presence or absence of PCC in the same configuration, like (10);

• 3rd person must crucially be exempt from the PLC condition;

• ϕ-features must be checked cyclically: Person (π) first, then Number (#).

(10) Je
I

le
him.ACC

/
/

*te
you.ACC

leur
them.DAT

ai
have

presenté
introduced

French

‘I introduced him/*you to them.’ (Béjar and Řezáč 2003, 53)

(11) v0 IO DO

uπ = probe #1 iπ = 3rd iπ = 3rd / 2nd
u# = probe #2 i# = SG i# = PL

In (12) the [uπ] Probe on v0 matches with DAT, but cannot Agree due to its inherent
case. But DAT can displace under cliticization leaving behind an inactive trace (13).

(12) [vP v0

[uπ]
[V P DAT

[iπ]
[V ′ V DO ]]]

match

(13)
[vP DAT v0

[uπ]

[V P tD

[iπ]

[V ′ V DO ]]]
*Agree

×
cycle #1

• the failure of Agree is caused here by defective intervention (Chomsky 2000).

• this can be resolved by the cliticization of DAT; traces or clitic-doubled DPs are
not interveners for Agree (cf. Chomsky 2000, Anagnostopoulou 2003).

• the PCC potentially arises in the next cycle of Agree (14) if the DO is not 3π. As
this cycle is only for [#] 1/2ps cannot be licensed (*person licensing condition).

(14)
[vP DAT v0

[uπval ]

[u#]

[V P tD

[iπ]

[V ′ V ACCDO

[i#]

]]]

cycle #2

Agree

Slovenian PCC: might be derived in Béjar and Řezáč’s (2003) analysis by saying:

• Two ditransitive constructions in Slovenian: DAT » ACC (15a) & ACC » DAT (15b).

(15) a. [V P NPT heme [V ′ V [PP P NPGoal ]]] Prepositional Dative

b. [V P [PP P NP] [V ′ V NPT heme ]] DOC

• In ACC » DAT, the ACC would need to have inherent case (B&R 2003: assigned
by P in: [PP P NP]), while the DAT object must not have inherent case.

Issues with the Case-licensing approach:

• ACC DO objects in Slovenian ditransitives passivize, so they always bear
structural ACC case (cf. Stegovec in prep.);

• DAT IO objects in Slovenian ditransitives never passivize due to them
always bearing inherent DAT case (cf. Stegovec in prep.);

The same criticism extends also to all other syntactic approaches that tie the
PCC effect to Case-licensing, and require a special status of the DAT clitic,
e.g. Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005).
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3 Towards a new approach to the PCC

3.1 Underspecified pronouns and [iπ] valuation

Motivating functional heads with valued [π] and pronouns with unvalued [π]:

• For Zanuttini et al. (2012) the [π] features on subject pr o in imperative, exhor-
tative, and promissive clauses are initially unvalued. So they must be valued
by a functional head with valued [π] features;

• Kratzer (2009) assumes that bound pronouns enter the derivation unvalued
for [π] and are valued by valued [π] features on v0 or C 0;

• I assume the same for all deficient pronouns (weak and clitics), by grouping
them together with pr o following Cardinaletti and Starke (1994).

The PCC can be then derived based on the assumptions below:

[1] Defective pronouns (≈ clitics and weak pronouns) have unvalued interpretable
person features that require valuation before Spell-Out. This follows from the
illicitness of [iπuval ] features at LF (cf. Pesetsky and Torrego (2007));

[2] (a) Valuation must take place though Agree with a valued [π] feature, or

(b) by receiving a default [π] value ([d: ]) — only when Agree with a val-
ued [π] is impossible before Spell-Out (3π is the default [π] feature value);

[3] [Fuval ] are Probes, and matching [Fval ] function as their Goals (Bošković 2011);

[4] Which X0-s can host [uπval ] is subject to lang. internal and crossling. variation;

[5] Agree does not occur between matching Probes and Goals in the presence
of matching interveners; traces and clitic-doubled DPs are not interveners
(Chomsky 2000, Anagnostopoulou 2003).

The difference between Slovenian and “traditional” PCC languages is only in the
presence of a vP internal reordering of DAT and ACC.

3.1.1 Deriving standard and inverse Strong PCC

The account follows a canonical GOAL » THEME base order, with ACC clitic move-
ment (below valuing head v0), but is also compatible with free base-generation.

Derivation (standard Strong PCC):
This derives the Greek pattern as well as the Slovenian DAT » ACC pattern, cf. (16).

• the [uΓuval ] (ϕ distinct from [π]) on v0 (Probe) triggers Agree with the closest
available Goal= on DAT — then [uπval ] on v0 values [iπuval ] on DAT as 1/2/3π;

If Agree is established between two matching features it is established for all
matching feature pairs on the two heads ∼ Maximize Agree (cf. Řezáč 2004)

• [uΓ] on v0 is valued and can no longer a Probe, so even if DAT moves creating
an inactive trace, [iπuval ] on ACC can no longer be valued through Agree;

• ACC can now only get a default 3π value — deriving the Strong PCC pattern.

(16) [vP v0

[uΓuval ]

[uπval ]

[ApplP DAT

[iΓval ]

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

Appl0 [V P V ACC

[iΓval ]

[d :i 3π]

*1/2π

]]]

Agree

value

Derivation (inverse Strong PCC):
The INVERSE Strong PCC pattern is possible in Slovenian due to clitic reordering
within vP (cf. 17) (or a base generated ACC » DAT), which is not an option in Greek.

• ACC moves to a position above DAT before v0 is merged into the structure;

• the [uΓuval ] (ϕ distinct from [π]) on v0 (Probe) triggers Agree with the closest
available Goal= on ACC — then [uπval ] on v0 values [iπuval ] on ACC as 1/2/3π;

• [uΓ] on v0 is valued and can no longer a Probe, so even if ACC moves creating
an inactive trace, [iπuval ] on DAT can no longer be valued through Agree;

• DAT can now only get a default 3π value — deriving the Strong PCC pattern.

(17)
[vP v0

[uΓuval ]

[uπval ]

[ApplP ACC

[iΓval ]

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

DAT

[iΓval ]

[d :i 3π]

*1/2π

Appl0 [V P V tA ]]]

Agree

value

3.1.2 Deriving Weak PCC

The Strong/Weak PCC split can be derived within the system presented here along
the following lines (clitics/weak pronouns are represented by pr ode f ):

a. Strong: [iπuval ] of pr ode f is valued by Agree with a c-commanding [uπval ]
b. Weak: [iπuval ] of (multiple) pr ode f is valued by a [uπval ] on X 0 in SpecXP

The split can be formalized as lexical (micro) variation in active features on pr oC L :

a. Strong: pr ode f = [iπuval ]; [iΓval ] (Goal) X0 = [uπval ]; [uΓuval ] (Probe)
b. Weak: pr ode f = [iπuval ] (Probe) X0 = [uπval ]; [uΓuval ] (Goal)
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Derivation (standard Weak PCC):

• the [iπuval ] feature on DAT probes (cf. b.) but as it c-commands no matching
features at this point in the derivation it must move to SpecvP;

• in SpecvP it c-commands a matching [uπval ], and under Agree, the [iπuval ] on
DAT can be valued 1/2/3π by [uπval ] on v0 (18);

• ACC tucks-in under DAT; its [iπuval ] is now closest to [uπval ] and is valued (19).

(18)
[vP DAT

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

v0

[uπval ]
[ApplP tD Appl0 [V P V ACC

[iπuval ]
]]]

value

Agree

(19)

[vP DAT

[iπval ]

1/2/3π

ACC

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

v0

[uπval ]
[ApplP tD [V P V tA ]]]

value

Agree

But the valuation of both clitics must be constrained, as one [uπval ] on v0 cannot
value one clitic as 1/2π and the other as 3π (unless the 3π is default):

• multiple Y0/YP can be valued in XP, iff the [Fuval ] features on Y0/YP are valued
by a [Fval ] feature on X 0 specified for non-conflicting values of the [F] feature;

• the [+participant] value of 1/2π and the [−participant] value of 3π conflict,
which explainins why (20b) is always ungrammatical;

• as opposed to (20b), the (20a) combination can still be derived, but only with
default 3π, which is not an option with (20b), as it would not be last resort

⇒ the 3π clitic would move to SpecvP first, so it could be valued there.

(20) a. *[vP 1/2π [ 3π v0 [ . . . ]]] b. *[vP 3π [ 1/2π v0 [ . . . ]]]
c. [vP 1/2π [ 1/2π v0 [ . . . ]]] c. [vP 3π [ 3π v0 [ . . . ]]]

The restriction can be derived within the privative [π] feature value system in (21).

(21) 1π 2π 3π

[π] [π] [π]
[PARTICIPANT] [PARTICIPANT]
[AUTHOR]

The [uπval ] is always either fully specified (1π) or empty (3π), so is always values
pr ode f with all features when fully specified and one of the arguments is 1π.

The 1π+2π combination results from an OCP-like repair (for OCP in syntax (cf.
Richards 2006)) which, deletes the [AUTHOR] feature on either of the two pr ode f ;

This has the effect of voiding a binding violation at LF otherwise caused by *1π+1π.

(22) vP

pr ode f

[PART]

[AUTH] pr ode f

[PART]

[AUTH] v0

[PART]

[AUTH]

Derivation (inverse Weak PCC):

• ACC moves across DAT before vP is merged into the derivation;

• the [iπuval ] feature on ACC probes (cf. b.) but as it c-commands no matching
features at this point in the derivation it must move to SpecvP;

• in SpecvP it c-commands a matching [uπval ], and under Agree, the [iπuval ] on
ACC can be valued 1/2/3π by [uπval ] on v0 (18);

• DAT tucks-in under ACC; its [iπuval ] is now closest to [uπval ] and is valued (19).

(23)
[vP ACC

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

v0

[uπval ]
[ApplP tA DAT

[iπuval ]
[V P V tA ]]]

value

Agree

(24)

[vP ACC

[iπval ]

1/2/3π

DAT

[iπuval ]

1/2/3π

v0

[uπval ]
[Appl P tA tD [V P V tA ]]]

value

Agree

3.1.3 Person restrictions independent of the PCC

For Slovenian Weak PCC speakers, 2.ACC » 1.DAT is possible, however, *1.ACC » 2.DAT

is ungrammatical (remember also Weak PCC in Catalan (3)).

• Under existing approach to the Weak PCC they should both be grammatical;

• However, in the closely related Serbo-Croatian, there is no (Weak or Strong)
PCC and the order of object clitics is rigidly DAT » ACC;

• But the 1.DAT » 2.ACC combination is possible S-C, while *2.DAT » 1.ACC is not,
which is a mirror picture of Slovenian;

• This indicates that the *1.ACC » 2.DAT (and *2.DAT » 1.ACC) asymmetry is inde-
pendent of the PCC, which operates only on the level of the 3π vs. 1/2π.
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4 Conclusions

For Case-licensing approaches to the PCC, the Slovenian pattern is problematic,
but the new approach introduced here derives both traditional and inverse PCC.

The new approach divorces the PCC from Case-licensing and instead treats it as a
failure on the valuation of person features on deficient pronouns by a functional
head (cf. Kratzer 2009, Zanuttini et al. 2012).

The previously unattested Slovenian inverse PCC patterns results only from the
clitic order alternation within vP which is not an option in other PCC-languages.
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